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Abstract—Growing consumer demand for media content over a
wide range of devices has made scalable image compression vital
in today’s media landscape. Image compression is conventionally
achieved by means of statistical signal processing, but since
recently, deep learning techniques are seen to be widely as well.
Capabilities of such systems also enable accurate identification
of regions of interest in images, leading optimised performance
in most applications. This paper proposes a region-of-interest
scalable image compression system using semantic communica-
tions, where an autoencoder-based semantic encoder performs
the base level compression, while a Semantic Mask Extracting
Transformer (SeMExT) enables identification of regions of inter-
est to create enhancement layers with different quality levels
using a scalable JPEG encoder. When benchmarked against
scalable JPEG across a variety of images, the proposed system
demonstrates significantly improved compressive performance.
The base layer achieved 61.4 times more compression on average,
along with better rate-distortion performance at any given quality
level.

Index Terms—Deep Neural Networks, Image Compression,
Region of Interest, Scalable Image Compression, Semantic Com-
munications

I. INTRODUCTION

Consumer demand for high-definition media content is
growing at an staggering pace, with video content accounting
for over 65% of internet traffic in 2022 with a growth of
24% over the previous year [1]. In this context, image and
video compression continues to be relevant, with continu-
ous evolution of coding standards and systems attempting
to provide the optimum rate-distortion (RD) performance on
an increasingly wide range of applications. This is further
driven by increased diversity in end user devices, necessitating
adaptive media transmission techniques such as scalable image
coding. This is conventionally achieved by tuning quantization
levels of compression parameters resulting in a selection

of images which are optimized to different screen resolu-
tions and communication bandwidths. Alternatively, image
compression can be achieved using the concept of semantic
communications, where the semantic represents the base level
compressed image, augmented by encoded residuals at a range
of enhancements.

Semantic communications, based on the initial concepts
discussed in [2], attempts to communicate a message by
transmitting its semantic as a compressed version of the
original message in a setup where the sender and receiver
can share a common context. Recent advancements in ma-
chine learning and artificial intelligence enables the practical
implementation of semantic communication systems through
multiple deep learning techniques, with autoencoders (AE)
being of particular interest due to their ability to be trained
unsupervised, in the absence of labelled data.

RD performance of semantic communication based scalable
image compression systems can be improved significantly by
identifying the region of interest (ROI) and applying residual
coding just to it while retaining the background from the base
layer. This paper proposes a scalable image compression sys-
tem using principles of semantic communications to achieve
base layer compression, while scalability in the ROI extracted
through a semantic mask extracting transformer (SeMExT) is
achieved using a scalable residual coding method, significantly
boosting RD performance compared to conventional methods.
The key contributions of this paper are:

• proposing a semantic communication based ROI scalable
image compression system using an AE as the semantic
coder

• demonstrating SeMExT capabilities in identifying ROI
and creating ROI exclusion masks.
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• demonstrating superior RD performance of the system
over JPEG.

II. RELATED WORK

Scalable image compression, and progressive image coding
which it is built upon, is not a new concept and has been
explored since the late 1990’s, with a generic structure for
scalable encoders using T-layers being proposed by [3]. While
early work on scalable image compression is based on statisti-
cal image processing techniques, more recent work are based
on deep neural networks, with some reporting achievement
of bitrate savings between 37% and 80% over conventional
systems for detection and segmentation of objects [4].

Similarly, ROI based image compression is a widely re-
searched topic, with early investigations done using wavelet
transforms [5] and distributed source coding with side in-
formation [6]. More recent work, such as [7], demonstrates
better RD performance over conventional methods, but none
of these systems propose scalable image compression based
on the ROI.

Semantic communications, following the concepts proposed
in [2] and gaining renewed attention with the advancement
in deep neural networks [8], opens new possibilities in ROI
identification. Hybrids of the conventional deep neural network
architectures using semantic communication concepts provide
opportunities of better identifying ROI and exploiting redun-
dancies in images, which can be utilized in novel ROI scalable
image compression systems.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed ROI scalable image compression system con-
sists of three main encoder-side components and two decoder-
side components. The encoder-side is made up from an AE
based semantic encoder for compressing the base layer, a
SeMExT based ROI extractor for identifying and extracting
the ROI, and a set of JPEG based residual encoders with
different quality parameters for quantizing the residuals. The
decoder-side consists of an AE based semantic decoder and a
set of JPEG based residual decoders with a corresponding set
of quality parameters.

The original image is semantically encoded using an AE
creating a latent space representation (LSR) containing the
semantic of the image, which can be decoded to reconstruct the
base layer using a pre-trained decoder. The original image is
fed to the SeMExT in parallel, which creates a mask enabling
extraction of ROI which can be an object of interest or an
area of interest depending on image contents. The residual of
the ROI is then obtained and is quantized using JPEG residual
encoding with a quality parameter of 75% to represent the first
enhancement level. The second and third enhancement levels
are obtained using a similar process with quality parameters
of 90% and 100%. The overall architecture of the proposed
system is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Architecture of Proposed System

A. AE based semantic encoding

The semantic encoder of the proposed system is composed
of the trained encoder from an convolutional AE using a
rectified linear activation function for the input and a sigmoid
activation function for the output, as shown in Fig. 2. The
semantic decoder is the trained decoder network from the same
AE, and both are trained using a series of images, of spatial
resolution 192×256 in RGB colour space. The AE training is
carried out through 100 epochs each with a batch size of 10,
learning rate of 0.001, and to optimize the binary cross-entropy
loss.

B. SeMExT based ROI extraction

SeMExT is based on the concept of vision transformers [9]
and was created to extract the semantic aspects of images
and preserve them in the form of a semantic segmentation
map, and enables dynamic identification and extraction of
the ROI in the proposed system. The design is trained using
COCO data set [10] with weights associated with the Swin
Transformer [11] to extract image specific features with a
combination of supervised and self-supervised methods of
learning. During the supervised learning phase the model is
optimised to predict segmentation masks based on input im-
ages, and during the self-supervised learning phase the model
is trained to gain meaningful representations by successfully
completing pretext tasks, which includes predicting image
rotations or colour changes.

The SeMExT encoder consists of 3 self-attention layers and
2 convolutional layers, with the parameter count of increasing
with the complexity of the image. The SeMExT decoder
consists of a dynamic instance interactive head (DIIHead),
which interacts encoded characteristics from the transformer
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the Autoencoder used as Semantic Encoder

with learnt instance queries to provide instance-aware se-
mantic features making it possible to discriminate between
various instances of the same class, and a dynamic mask
head (DMHead) which forecasts a segmentation mask for
each instance using the instance-aware features from DIIHead.
To determine whether a pixel belongs to a specific instance,
the convolutional layer matches out the probabilities enabling
creation of the desired instance segmentation map for the ROI.

C. Scalable image compression

The scalability of the system is achieved by masking and
extracting the ROI from the original image using SeMExT,
and then obtaining its residual compared to the decoded base
layer image. This effectively results in the residual of the ROI,
which is then quantized with a quality parameter of 75% to
obtain the first enhancement layer. Next the residual between
the input and decoded output of the first residual encoder is
encoded with a quality parameter of 90% using the second
residual encoder to obtain the second enhancement layer. The
same process is repeated using the input and decoded output of
the second residual encoder and the third residual encoder with
a quality parameter of 100% to obtain the third enhancement
layer.

The decoder side will reverse this process, with the decoded
base layer and decoded first enhancement layer added to create
the first enhanced image with ROI quality improved to 75%.
The first enhanced image and decoded second enhancement
layer added to create the second enhanced image with ROI
quality improved to 90%. In the final stage, the second
enhanced image and decoded third enhancement layer added
to create the third enhanced image with ROI quality improved
to 100%. The quality of outside the ROI will remain the same
as the base layer.

D. Performance benchmarking

To benchmark the performance of the proposed ROI scal-
able image compression system, the same test images are
scalably compressed using the proposed system and scalable
JPEG codec. The RD performance of each is evaluated based
on the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural
similarity index (SSIM) against the compression efficiency in
bits/pixel (bpp).

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A sample set of RGB covering a wide range of complexities
and spatial features with spatial resolution 192×256 are scal-
ably encoded using the proposed system and scalable JPEG
for comparison. In both cases a base layer image is created,
and is then augmented by three enhancement layers encoded
with scalable JPEG codec with quality levels of 75%, 90%
and 100% respectively, using the same ROI masks generated
using SeMExT for both systems.

Fig. 3 shows the average RD performance of the proposed
system and JPEG codec over the set of test images, with
three examples shown in Fig. 4a, where it is clearly evident
that for a given PSNR or SSIM value the proposed system
provides superior compression performance, especially in the
base layer. The base layer itself from the proposed system
requires nearly 61.4 times less bpp on average to encode the
images while maintaining better RD performance. In terms of
scalability, the proposed codec is able to outperform JPEG in
each quality level with better RD performance, despite using
the same residual coding.

Fig. 4b demonstrates the ROI extracted by SeMExT for each
example image, and demonstrates its capability and flexibility
in identifying ROI from a wide variety of images. The visual
quality of the output images generated by the proposed system
(Fig. 4c and Fig. 4d) and JPEG (Fig. 4e and Fig. 4f) shows
that a noticeably lesser amount of artefacts are generated by
the proposed system compared to JPEG codec.

The results clearly demonstrate that the proposed system
has superior compressive performance compared to scalable
JPEG, with an average compression gain of 61.4 in the base

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. Average RD Performance comparison of proposed framework and
JPEG codec when comparing full images (a) PSNR vs. bpp (b) SSIM vs. bpp
Symbology: ⃝ - base layer, △ - ROI enhancement level 1 (75%), ⋄ - ROI
enhancement level 2 (90%), □ - ROI enhancement level 3 (100%).
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 4. Example image outputs from proposed system and JPEG. (a) Original image, (b) ROI extracted from SeMExT, (c) Base layer from proposed system,
(d) ROI 100% enhanced from proposed system, (e) Base layer from JPEG, (f) ROI 100% enhanced from JPEG.

layer, 3.3 in enhancement level 1, 3.6 in enhancement level 2
and 5.4 in enhancement level 3, despite the same quantization
of residuals being used for both instances. Therefore, the
proposed system can be employed for image communication
tasks for most human perception applications as well as
for any machine-to-machine (M2M) application in situations
constrained by bandwidth and storage capacity.

The main challenge in the proposed ROI scalable image
compression system is its dependency on JPEG codec to per-
form the scalable image compression. Further investigations
need to be carried out using alternatives to JPEG for residual
encoding such as HEIF, as well as on distributed coding based
solutions as well as neural network based solutions. Future
work on the proposed system also aims to expand the system
to support higher quality and more complex images, and to
extend the capabilities to ROI based video coding, further
evolving it towards a human and machine perception based
scalable media compression framework.

V. CONCLUSION

This work introduces a ROI scalable image compression
system based on semantic communications, where an AE
based semantic encoder performs base level image compres-
sion supported by SeMExT to dynamically identify and extract
the ROI and a JPEG based quantizer for scalably coding the
residuals. When benchmarked against scalable JPEG codec,
the proposed system exhibits significantly improved RD per-
formance for all residual coding quality levels tested, with
base level compression being 61.4 times more compared to
JPEG. This makes the proposed system an ideal candidate
for most human vision and machine vision applications where
ROI carries more significance than the background.

Further enhancements for the proposed system can be
explored by developing more efficient residual coding mecha-
nisms, including neural network based methods, as well as by
extending the results towards ROI scalable video compression.

These future improvements, along with further optimization,
will enable the propose system to outperform even state-of-
the-art conventional scalable coding systems when ROI based
scalability is required.
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